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WORKING LINE A.1

Cone Turn Around Device
and Splitter NAR-P.
Flexible line for cutting double 
boards, which arrive from a 
Boring machine or a Squaring 
Edgebanding machine.
High production capacity
with strong reduction
of the lead times.
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CITIEFFE BETWEEN 
HISTORY AND 
SERVICES

A new reality from the
deep roots. CITIEFFE
was found in year 2018,
but it possesses 30 years
of experience in the �eld
of technological wood industry.
We can o�er high specialised 
customised solutions 

citie�e.eu 

LET’S
KEEP IN TOUCH

Do you want to know more
about e�ciency and technical 
speci�cations of our machines,
or to stay updated about
our novelties? Visit our web site!
www.citie�e.eu
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LIFT AND DISCOVER THE ADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY

Starting from three main points X, Y, Z, we can study the solutions,
which can satisfy production needs.

X To know the feature of the board
 (min. and max. Dimensions)
Y Type of material to cut and handle
Z Requested technical speci�cations 

The strength of CITIEFFE is the sole right for the production and marketing of Nardello’s Solutions, who is 
known for having designed and perceived the SPLITTER STAND ALONE, a unique machine for its capacity to 
manage narrow pieces.
There are three major features of the SPLITTER STAND ALONE:
1 it can work as a stand-alone machine
2 It can work in line with other machines
3 100% bespoke for customer’s needs.

In addition to the production of the SPLITTER STAND ALONE, CITIEFFE designs and creates
HANDLING SYSTEMS turn around units and return pieces units
LOADING SYSTEMS hoppers or vacuum loading units
STACKER UNITS with forks or vacuum system,
SPECIAL MACHINES for personalised solutions.

Y

X

Z
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Module 1
HANDLING: modular motorised roller conveyor to move boards. 
Speed controlled by inverter. Max. feeding speed 45 mt./1’.

Module 2
ROTATION: Unit to turn panels from transversal to longitudi-
nal direction. Cones with speed controlled by inverter. Lifting 
by reduce gear on linear guides with ball bearings system.

WORKING LINE A.1 



WORKING LINE A.1 
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Module 3
HANDLING: modular motorised roller conveyor to move boards. 
Speed controlled by inverter. Max. feeding speed 45 mt./1’.

Module 4
HANDLING: modular motorised roller conveyor to move boards. 
Automatic unit to approach the boards to the reference guide. 
Max. feeding speed 45 mt./1’.
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Module 5
SPLITTER NAR-P: Splitter with �xed reference fence and movable 
machine. Groover unit at the entry side of the machine, to realise 
blind and through slots. Top scoring unit, bottom scoring unit with 
post forming function. Main saw blade for cutting.

Module 6
HANDLING: modular motorised roller conveyor to move the 
boards. Speed controlled by inverter. Max. Feeding speed 45 mt/1’.
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WORKING LINE A.1
Performance 

To choose to work with the Working LINE A.1, which is composed by Cone Turn Around Device and Splitter NAR-P, means 
to increase the production capacity.
You can connect this line to a Boring machine or to a Squaring Edgebanding Machine, from where boards arrive in double 
dimension. They are handled considering the production needs and then cut.

You reduce by half the lead time in production for further processing (f.i. slots and cut) and you optimise the necessary 
sta� to control the di�erent machining steps. 
You also reduce by half the pieces handlings with a signi�cant reduction of the entire manufacturing cycle.  
The feeding and cut speeds depend on the maximum speed capacity of the previous and/or next machines.
Flexibility of the software, which controls the PLC allows:

 A QUICK CHANGE of the processing
 POSSIBILITY TO PERSONALISE working settings
 IMPLEMENTATION with management and/ or production software 
 Real time and remote CONTROL of the line.



CITIEFFE was found in the year 2018. 
The company specializes in studying new 
technologies and solutions to be applied on 
woodworking machines.

It’s young age hides a soul with a very high 
professional profile.

The strength of CITIEFFE is the sole right for 
the production and marketing of Nardello’s 
Solutions, who is known for having designed 
and perceived the SPLITTER STAND ALONE, 
a unique machine for its capacity to manage 
narrow pieces.

The head line, which identifies the brand: 
“where others do not reach, we do”, 
represents one of the strengths of CITIEFFE: 
the narrow pieces.

CITIEFFE is also present on the most 
important exhibitions and particularly at LIGNA 
HANNOVER(DE) and XYLEXPO MILAN (IT).
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Installation, 
After sale
Service

Taylor-made
solutions

CITIEFFE avails itself
of the collaboration of high 
specialised engineers to install 
and to start the machines/lines, 
and to satisfy requests
of urgent maintenance.
We particularly pay attention 
to the quality and to time
of after sale service.
Our e�cient spare part service 
allows us to satisfy the requests 
within 48 hours.

CITIEFFE was the brainchild of the Businesswoman Franca Dal 
Collo, native of the region VENETO, Franca Dal Collo. Since the 
beginning she believed in the values and professionalism of 
the MADE IN ITALY Nardello’s Solutions. CITIEFFE: a new reality 
from the deep roots. The research, development and design, 
department has an experience of more than 30 years in the 
�eld of technological wood industry.

Production 
100% Made in Italy

We can study and o�er 
customised production 
solutions, together with 
handling units manufactured 
by our company. The goal 
is to optimize and simplify 
the processing of squaring-
Edgebanding, boring, panel 
sizing-squaring and to increase 
the production capacity.



CITIEFFE s.r.l. - Via Pisa 15/2 - 36034 Malo, Vicenza -  Italy
Tel. 0445 040 063 - www.citie�e.eu - commerciale@citie�e.eu

Do you need
to split
product?

Do you need
to stack
your product?

Do you need
to move
your product
to another
operation?
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